EDGE Europe Gathering 2022

Grounding in community: building solutions for a just European transition

AGENDA

Camargo Foundation, Cassis, 11 to 13 May 2022
DAY 1  Wednesday 11 May

Today, kindly plan to arrive at the Camargo Foundation between 9:00-10:00 for coffee and registrations. Times are indicative and might be subjected to minor changes

10:00  Welcome and Setting the Space

Conversation on Ukrainian conflict and beyond
Co-hosted by Belgouun Bella Bat-Erdene (Urgent Action Fund) and Iryna Kolotylo (Chervona ruta).

11:45  Two Parallel Session, one for EDGE members and the other for non members

DAY 2  Thursday 12 May

10:00  Dynamic Plenary on Climate Justice and launch of the Climate Justice Report
With Asad Rehman (War on Want) and Sofia Arroyo (EDGE Funders Alliance)

12:00  Food Sovereignty Conversation
With Morgan Ody from La Via Campesina and Karin van Boxtel (Both Ends)

DAY 3  Friday 13 May

09:00  Racial Justice Workshop
A 90 minutes workshop focused on decolonizing philanthropy and racial equity, organised by EDGE members

11:00  Final Conversation on Municipalism
With Elisabeth Dau (Movement Utopia and CommonsPolis)

12:30  EDGE Closing